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A New Foreign Policy Beyond
From environment to health, migration to digital tech, external affairs is intrinsically linked to internal affairs. Adjust thinking and systems accordingly ...
When foreign policy comes home
By Ian Talley October. 19, 2021 The policy overhaul marks a potential turning point in US foreign policy, when successive administrations turned to sanction ...
Biden Administration to Constrain Use of Sanctions in Foreign-Policy Shift
U.S. Trade Representative Katherine Tai delivered a major speech outlining the Biden administration’s strategy to manage China’s “zero-sum” approach to global trade. Here’s what she did and didn’t say ...
Taking Stock of the New U.S. Trade Policy on China
By including the role of trust, social norms and community cohesiveness in securing a sustainable future, it represents a major advance in the international effort to go beyond GDP for the ...
World Bank report recognises importance of measurement beyond GDP
To begin with, Romney’s record opposing Obama’s foreign policy has been remarkably unsuccessful. To cite just one example, Romney’s critique of the New START treaty with Russia was widely ...
Romney and Obama’s Odd Foreign Policy Dance
A week out from the COP26 climate negotiations in Glasgow, all eyes are on two nations: China and the United States. Together, the superpowers are responsible for more than 40% of global carbon ...
The US and China must find a way to cooperate at COP26 and beyond. Otherwise, global climate action is impossible
German foreign policy will not change much. In short, the Merkel consensus is likely to live on after Merkel—disappointing those who had hoped for a new approach to the eurozone or to authoritarian ...
The Merkel Consensus Will Live On
With the launch of the new Five Year Governance Plan by President Xi Jinping Communist Party, Beijing has renewed its crackdown season on the private sector ...
China ups crackdown on private sector; launches new 'Five Year Governance Plan'
The carnage goes beyond the mortality rate ... CASTAÑEDA is Professor of Latin American politics at New York University and the author of America Through Foreign Eyes. He served as Mexico’s Secretary ...
Latin America Needs a New Social Contract
The foreign ministers of Slovenia, Slovakia, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Austria, which make up the informal ...
Vienna Hosts "Central 5" Foreign Ministers
A starting point could be a detailed study over the next few months to examine the viability, impact and trade potential of the proposed India-ArabMed corridor.
Trade Corridor between Mumbai and Europe? The New West Asia Quad Can Provide Strong Push
With his signature domestic initiative at stake, President Joe Biden is urging Democrats to wrap up talks and bring the social services and climate change bills “over the finish line.”.
Paid Family Leave Falls Out of Biden Bill as Tempers Rise
Washington rolled out the red carpet this week for a pair of visiting foreign ministers, Israel’s Yair Lapid and the UAE’s Abdullah bin Zayed. Michael Koplow is Israel Policy Forum's policy ...
Foreign Minister FOMO
15, 2021 announcement of a new trilateral ... with France in 2016. Beyond the financial implications his country will face after Australia’s change of mind, French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves ...
French outrage over US submarine deal will not sink a longstanding alliance
Cash-strapped Southeast Asian countries should look beyond ... and foreign investment have limits and that Beijing is more concerned with shoring up its own economy than with new initiatives ...
ASEAN Urged to Look Beyond China for Investment
And then we sort of stumbled upon this Feminist Foreign Policy Project. I was on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly in 2019, in New York, where there were discussions about a feminist ...
Interview: Ambika Vishwanath on what it would mean for India to have a ‘feminist foreign policy’
"It's not obvious propaganda but it conditions people to think in certain ways, particularly on foreign policy issues, often appealing to a larger racial identity beyond the Singaporean identity." ...
Fica debate: Foreign interference one of the most serious threats facing S’pore, says Shanmugam
"It's not obvious propaganda but it conditions people to think in certain ways, particularly on foreign policy issues, often appealing to a larger racial identity beyond the Singaporean identity." ...
Singapore's racial and religious mix easily exploitable; proposed foreign interference law considered for over 3 years: Shanmugam
Travel during the pandemic has been largely limited out of New ... of policy changes enacted by the Biden administration to ease COVID-19 based travel restrictions. Starting in November, foreign ...

In this sobering analysis of American foreign policy under Trump, the award-winning economist calls for a new approach to international engagement. The American Century began in 1941 and ended in 2017, on the day of President Trump’s inauguration. The subsequent turn toward nationalism and “America first” unilateralism did not made America great. It announced the abdication of our responsibilities in the face of environmental crises, political upheaval, mass migration, and other global challenges. As a result, America no longer dominates geopolitics or the world economy as it once did. In this incisive and
passionate book, Jeffrey D. Sachs provides the blueprint for a new foreign policy that embraces global cooperation, international law, and aspirations for worldwide prosperity. He argues that America’s approach to the world must shift from military might and wars of choice to a commitment to shared objectives of sustainable development. A New Foreign Policy explores both the danger of the “America first” mindset and the possibilities for a new way forward, proposing timely and achievable plans to foster global economic growth, reconfigure the United Nations for the twenty-first century, and build a multipolar
world that is prosperous, peaceful, fair, and resilient.
Jeffrey D. Sachs presents timely and achievable plans to foster global economic growth and shift from war making to peacemaking. A New Foreign Policy explores both the danger of the "America first" mindset and the concrete steps the United States must take to build a multipolar world that is prosperous, peaceful, fair, and resilient.
Russias resurgence as an assertive actor in the global diplomatic arena after a long period of introspection and preoccupation with domestic troubles, and the economic revival that underpins it, are among the most striking developments in international relations of recent years. But what drives Russian foreign policy at the end of the Putin era? To what extent is it shaped by Russias role as a major energy supplier, and how long can the country remain an energy superpower, if indeed it is one? How might Russian foreign policy change in the years ahead? Which way will Russia, faced with the might of growing
powers around it, and struggling with the fragility of its economic success and stability at home, choose to face in international relations? This Adelphi Paper examines the domestic context of contemporary Russian foreign policy and its key political, economic, military and security drivers, as well as looking at the contrasting outlook that preceded it, and at how Russias international posture may adjust again in the coming years. It concludes with recommendations for Western policy makers on how to respond to Russias return.
This volume incisively analyzes the foreign policy of George W. Bush. Examining the legacy of the forty-third President, author Ilan Peleg explains the complex factors underlying the Bush Doctrine: neoconservative ideology, real and perceived challenges to US world supremacy, Bush's personality, the White House's unique decision-making process, and the impact of September 11. Peleg argues that in its shift from deterrence and containment to prevention and preemption, from multilateral leadership to unilateral militarism, and from consensual realism to radical neoconservatism, the Bush administration has
effected a true revolution in the foundational goals, as well as in the means, of US foreign policy. Peleg also offers a series of judicious recommendations for future administrations, including the reestablishment of a bipartisan consensus on foreign policy, increased emphasis on multilateralism, the demilitarization of US foreign policy, renewed focus on the resolution of serious regional conflicts, and more realistic expectations about noncoerced democratization around the world.

From Jerusalem to the Lion of Judah and Beyond provides the most thorough analysis of Israels foreign policy towards East Africa. Since its modern reestablishment, Israel has sought political allies in the international community. To achieve that goal, Israel offers technological, economic and military assistance to developing nations. Historically, four East African countriesEthiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania were prime beneficiaries of that effort. Later, these efforts were extended to Eritrea and South Sudan. Israel has been demonstrating its willingness to off er a far greater share of its limited resources to
international assistance, than practically any other nation, large or small. Since 1948, Israels foreign policy towards East Africa exemplifies these immortal words: I will also give thee [Israel] for a light to the nations, that My salvation may be unto the end of the earth. Isaiah 49:6. The chronicles of these laudable activities are little known, even to post World War II historians. No other book to date covers this subject in as much depth. Anyone seeking a more profound understanding of Israels foreign policy, as well as its historic relationship with East Africa, will find From Jerusalem to the Lion of Judah and Beyond of
interest.
This nonpolemical discussion of America's policy towards Israel exposes the controversy surrounding whether Israel has strategic value to the USA or is instead a liability.
DIVEffects of group dynamics on decision making /div
For more than a century, energy and its procurement have been central to the U.S. position as a world power. How can U.S. relations with established producer nations ensure the stability of energy supplies? How can non-OPEC resources best be brought to the international marketplace? And what are the risks to international security of growing global reliance on imported oil? n Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign Policy Strategy, Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldwyn bring together the topmost foreign policy and energy experts and leaders to examine these issues, as well as how the U.S. can mitigate
the risks and dangers of continued energy dependence through a new strategic approach to foreign policy that integrates both U.S. energy and national security interests. Contributors include Abdullah bin Hamad Al-Attiyah, Kevin A. Baumert, Michelle Billig, Loyola de Palacio, Jonathan Elkind, Michelle Michot Foss, Leon Fuerth, Lee H. Hamilton, Evan M. Harrje, John P. Holdren, Paul F. Hueper, Amy Myers Jaffe, J. Bennett Johnston, Donald A. Juckett, Viktor I. Kalyuzhny, Melanie A. Kenderdine, William F. Martin, Charles McPherson, Kenneth B. Medlock III, Ernest J. Moniz, Edward L. Morse, Julia Nanay, Shirley
Neff, Willy H. Olsen, Bill Richardson, John Ryan, James R. Schlesinger, Gordon Shearer, Adam E. Sieminski, Alvaro Silva-Calderón, Luis Téllez Kuenzler, J. Robinson (Robin) West, Daniel Yergin, and Keiichi Yokobori.
The former Secretary of State under Richard Nixon argues that a coherent foreign policy is essential and lays out his own plan for getting the nation's international affairs in order.
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